
Internet connection required
to download the app and set up 

your profile 

GET THE APP & PAIR THE SNOWCOOKIES WITH YOUR iPHONE 

Download the
Snowcookie - Smart Ski 

Tracker App.

5 MOUNT YOUR SNOWCOOKIES!

CLIP IN CLIP OUT

ON THE SLOPE

4

3

AT HOME

INSTALL THE MOUNT 

2

1

Clean the target area with the surface prepara-
tion wipe and let it dry well.

Open the app and follow the 
on-screen instructions.

Place the blue snowcookie into 
the chest harness with its light 
pointing outwards.

To remove the snowcookie from 
the mount PRESS the release 
button and PUSH backwards.

To clip in the snowcookie PRESS the 
release button downwards and slide 
the sensor flat side forward until clicks

ORANGE FOR LEFT SKI

GREEN FOR RIGHT SKI

snowcookie

SURFACE

PREPARATION 

CLOTH 

3
3x snowcookie sensors
measure ski and body movements

2x adhesive ski mounts
hold the sensors on your skis

chest harness
holds the central 
sensor on your chest

surface preparation cloth
degreases your skis before applying 
the ski mount

wireless charging pad
charges up to 3 snowcookies at once 
(and your iPhone too!)

PREPARE YOUR SKIS
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BLUETOOTH

FLAT SURFACE HERE

CLEAN THIS AREA

flat unevenextra parts

* we don’t recommend applying the mounts on the skis which are 
textured or have an otherwise uneven surface, you do so at your own 
risk, you should secure the sensor to the binding with a safety cord.

Make sure you have at least 
iPhone 6* & iOS 11.1 +.

Start the app. Press and hold 
the center of each snowco-
okie until it lights up.

*snowcookie app compatible with:
iPhone 6/6s/6 Plus/6s Plus, iPhone 7/ 7 Plus,
iPhone 8/8 Plus, iPhone X or newer 

Make sure your skis are clean, dry and 
warm before applying the adhesive 
mounts.

GET TO KNOW YOUR GEAR

Peel off the red protective layer from the adhesive 
mount. Apply the adhesive mount to the ski and 
press hard. The dual-sided tape bonds securely 
within 24 hours. 

RELASE
BUTTON

PUSHCLICK!

CLICK!

CENTRAL

PRESS

CLICK!

Choose a flat, centered area on each ski, 
approximately 5 cm / 2 in. in front of the binding5 cm / 2 in.

Blue snowcookie - chest harness
Orange snowcookie - left ski
Green snowcookie - right ski

Adhesive mounts are compatible with FLAT SURFACE* skis only!

XX

textured

XOK

Guide orange and green snowcookies into ski mounts until you hear a
click and the release button locks into the notch. Flat side of the
snowcookie should face the inside the mount.

Put the chest harness on. You can 
wear it under or over your jacket

LEFT RIGHT

COLOR INDICATORS

IMPORTANT SAFETY AND PRODUCT INFORMATION
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SET UP

Blinking blue: snowcookies are ready 
to be paired with your phone.

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

With this, MedicalBay declares that this product complies 
with the essential requirements and other relevant 
provisions of Directive 1999/5/EC. To view, the full 
declaration go to:

www.snowcookiesports.com/compliance

Industry Canada Compliance n/a

FCC Compliance n/a

WARNING!

Failure to avoid the following potentially hazardous 
situations could result in an accident or collision resulting 
in death or serious injury.

Health warnings
* Always consult your physician before beginning or 
modifying exercise program. If you have a pacemaker or 
other implanted electronic device, consult your physician 
before using a central sensor. 
* Sensors and accessories are consumer devices, not 
medical devices, and could suffer from interference from 
external electrical sources. 
The data readings are for reference only, and no 
responsibility is accepted for the consequences of any 
erroneous readings.

BATTERY WARNINGS

A lithium-ion battery can be used in this device. If these 
guidelines are not followed, batteries may experience a 
shortened lifespan or may present a risk of damage to 
the device, fire, chemical burn, electrolyte leak, and/or 
injury.
* Do not leave the device exposed to a heat source or in 
a high-temperature location, such as in the sun in an 
unattended vehicle. To prevent the possibility of 
damage, remove the device or store it out of direct 
sunlight, such as in the original box.
* Do not disassemble, modify, remanufacture, puncture 
or damage the device or batteries.
*Do not immerse or expose the device or batteries to 
water or other liquids, fire, explosion, or other hazards.
* Never put batteries or devices in the mouth. If 
swallowed, contact a physician or poison control center.
* Do not use power and/or data cable that is not 
approved or supplied by the Snowcookie Sports
* If using an external battery charger, only use the Qi 
compatible devices.

* The batteries can be replaced only through 
Snowcookie dealers/service points.
* Do not operate the device outside of the temperature 
ranges specified in the manual included in the package. 
* When storing the device for an extended period, store 
within the temperature ranges specified in the manual.
* Do not remove or attempt to remove the non-user-re-
placeable battery
* Contact your local waste disposal department to 
dispose of the device/batteries in accordance with 
applicable local laws and regulations.

DEVICE OPERATION PRACTICES

Remember about some safety measures while using the 
Snowcookie sensors:
* Snowcookies are not edible, despite the name, they 
cannot be chewed, digested and munched on :)
* Snowcookie sensors are not toys, are not intended for 
children under the five years old,
* In order to keep your snowcookies waterproof you 
must not puncture the top of the button with sharp 
objects. This includes ski poles that could damage this 
surface if pressed too strong.
*Snowcookies does not have GPS sensor on board, 
geolocation is derived from your smartphone.
* We recommend using an additional safety cord to 
further secure snowcookies to your bindings.
* Please make sure all the devices including the 
smartphone are properly charged or low battery level 
might affet the data quality.
* If you are using other bluetooth devices, such as 
headphones, when skiing with the snowcookie sensors 
some ski data loss may occur caused by the processes 
independent from our software

RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION EXPOSURE

This device is a mobile transmitter and a receiver that uses 
an internal antenna to send and receive low levels of radio 
frequency energy for data communications (RF). The 
device emits RF energy below the published limits when 
operating in its maximum output power mode and when 
used with Snowcookie Application and accessories. To 
comply with RF exposure compliance requirements, the 
device should be used as described in the manual. The 
device should not be used in other configurations.

This device must not be co-located or operated in 
conjunction with any other transmitter or antenna, doing 
so limits its functionality and may cause errors in 
recordings. 

SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

BY USING THIS DEVICE AND CORRESPONDING 
SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO TERMS OF END USER 
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AND YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND 
BY ITS TERMS.
The complete text of EULA is available in the application 
or following website address: www. snowcookiesports.-
com/eula

LIMITED WARRANTY

This Product is warranted to be free from defects in 
materials or workmanship for one year from the date of 
purchase.
The complete warranty text is included in EULA and 
available on our website www. snowcookiesports.-
com/eula

INTERNATIONAL PURCHASES

A separate warranty may be provided by international 
distributors for devices purchased outside the EU 
depending on the country. If applicable, this warranty is 
provided by the local distributor and this distributor 
provides local service for your device. Devices purchased 

internationally must be returned to the Swiss service 
center. 

AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND PURCHASES

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be 
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure 
and for compensation for any other reasonably 
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have 
the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of 
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a 
major failure. The benefits of our Limited Warranty are in 
addition to other rights and remedies under applicable 
law in relation to other products.

MAP DATA INFORMATION

Snowcookie uses a combination of governmental and 
private data sources. Virtually all data sources contain 
some inaccurate or incomplete data. In some countries, 
complete and accurate map information is either not 
available or is prohibitively expensive. 

TROUBLESHOOTING:

Blinking orange indicates a 
snowcookie is not commu-
nicating with the app. If this 
occurs, open the snowco-
okie app.

You can reset the connection with the 
phone by rapidly pressing the button 
5 times, until it starts blink blue.You 
will have pair it again with your app.

STANDBY

Slowly glowing snowcookies indicate 
that they are paired with your phone 
and connected to the app. They're 
begging you to hit the slopes.

ACTION

Rapid double blinking indicates 
action! Your snowcookies will blink 
blue, orange and green when you 
click Record and start skiing.

left rightcentral left rightcentral

BATTERY CHECK

You can check the battery level on 
your snowcookie in 2 ways:

1 Check the app - the 
circle around each 
snowcookie indicates 
the remaining charge.

2 Double click the 
snowcookie when it's on. 
It will change its color 
for a few seconds to 
indicate the charge level:

BLUE - full

GREEN - high 

YELLOW - medium 

ORANGE - low

RED - very low

Beeping sound indicates
a complete discharge of 
the battery.

glowing BLUE - central snowcookie
Put it into your chest harness.

glowing ORANGE - left ski snowcookie 

glowing GREEN - right ski snowcookie

STARTUP GUIDE1

Radiocommunication :   Bluetooth Low Energy BLE 4.2
Wireless charging standard: Qi compatible
Battery capacity: > 8 h
Waterproof rating: IP 67
Working Temperature: -20°C to +40°C
Working Altitude:  0 – 6000 m
Storage Temperature: -5 to +25 °C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION




